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ABSTRACT.
We provide new proofs of the theorems of Choquet and Deny and of Foguel concerning iterates of convolutions of a measure on a locally compact abelian group.
Let G be a locally compact abelian group, T its dual group and m its Haar measure, p denotes a bounded, complex, Borel measure on G with Fourier-Stieltjes transform p on T.
The ergodic and mixing properties of probability measures p were characterized by Choquet and Deny [1] and by Foguel [2] . In this note we provide new proofs which are transparent from the point of view of harmonic analysis. In the concluding remark, the proof for the theorem of Choquet and Deny is extended naturally to compact nonabelian groups. Let Iq denote {/ e Lx(G): /(e) = 0}, where e is the identity of Y and pn is the n-times convolution of p.
THEOREM l. Let p be a bounded, complex Borel measure on G such that \\pn\\ < c for all n. Then limn^oo \\pn * /||i =0 for f e Iq if and only if \p(i)\ < 1 for all -yer\{e}. REMARK 1. If p is a probability measure, then the condition that \p(l)\ < 1 for 7 e r\{e} is equivalent to Foguel's condition that the support of p is not contained in any set of the form {x e G: (x, 7) = c} for any constant c and for -7 e T\{e}.
PROOF. Let I = {f e I0: \\pn * /||i -> 0 as n -> 00}.
/ is clearly a closed ideal in Lx(G). Because points of T obey synthesis, to prove I = Io it suffices to prove that 7n is the only regular maximal ideal of Lx(G) that contains / [3, 39.29] . Stated more simply, for each 7 e T\{e} it suffices to produce f Gl such that /(-y) ¿ 0.
Let 7 e r\{e}. Choose K, a compact neighborhood of 7 excluding e. Choose h e Lx(G) such that 0 < h < 1, h\x -1, and the support of h is a compact set excluding e. Let / be any function in Lx(G) such that / is supported in K and f(Í) Í 0. Then (1) llMn*/lli = llMn*^*/lli<ll/llill(M*/iriliBy the spectral radius theorem îim \\(p*hT\iï/n) = SM\Ki)hi)Y 7 er}.
n->oo
This last is less than 1 and therefore limn^oo ||(p * h)n\\x = 0. By (1) this implies that f e I, which completes the proof. (i) for f G L00(G), p* f = f implies f = constant.
(ii) £(7) ¿ 1 for 7 e r\{e}. REMARK 2. For p a probability measure, the condition £(7) ^ 1 for 7 G T\{e} is equivalent to the fact that the support of p generates a dense subgroup of G; i.e. that p is adapted.
PROOF Suppose that VF consists only of constant functions (VF = Ce or VF = {0}). Then there is at most one continuous character in W, the identity e. For all other elements of F we have p (7) ^ 1.
Conversely, suppose that pT(i) / 1 for 7 / e, 7 G T. Then VF can contain at most one continuous character, namely e. If e is not in VF we may apply an L00(G)-form of Wiener's Theorem to conclude that VF = {0} [3, 40.7] . If e is in W we must use again the fact that e, as a point of T, obeys synthesis. By [3, 40.23(b) ], since VF n T is exactly {e}, VF = Ce. REMARK 3. Using the Peter-Weyl Theorem for compact (nonabelian) groups G, one may simply characterize minimal one-sided translation-invariant, w;*-closed subspaces of LOCl(G). By modifying the proof of Theorem 2 one can show that adapted probability measures are ergodic [4] .
